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ABSTRACT

Vibration analysis of a low-aspect ratio blade
modeled as a plate is presented which uses
MATLAB coded computer program The analysis
presented employs an accurate strain-displacement
relationship based on the thin plate theory, known
as the Kirchhoff - Lava hypothesis. The equation of
motion of the blade is derived using Kirchhoff 
Lava plate theory, and the problem is solved by the
finite element method, where rectangular plate
elements with four nodes and three degrees of

freedom for each node are utilized. A computer
simulation of a numerical example is given to show
the vibration characteristics of the rotating blade.
Natural frequencies, corresponding mode shapes
and the free vibration response are determined.
Induced stresses related to the mode shapes are
computed., and nature of these stresses are
compared to actual datafrom the aviation industry.

Nomenclature

A plate cross-sectional area

b plate width
C blade chord length
E modulus of elasticity
G shear modulus

h plate thickness

[K] system stiffuess matrix

[K]. element stiffuess matrix

L plate length
M moment

[AI] system mass matrix

[MJ. element mass matrix
P axial force due to rotation

Q shear force
R hub radius

x, y, z moving coordinate system

n angular velocity
OJ natural frequency
P density of plate material

( Y transpose of a vector

( )' differentiation with respect to spatial
coordinate

(.) differentiation with respect to time

INTRODUCTION

In day-to-day industrial engineering activities, it is
a common experience to come across
turbomachines. These machines are vulnerable to

major shutdowns, one of the causes being blade
failures. And, it is known that vibration
characteristics are significant factors in the safety,
longevity and performance of rotating blade
structures, especially for moving structures such as
aerial propellers and turbomachinery blades. For
economic and reliable design of rotating blade
structures, it is necessary to estimate modal
characteristics of those structures accurately. Since
significant variation of modal characteristics result
from rotational motion, the vibration analysis of
turbomachinery blades has long been an intensive
area of research. The first investigation of the
vibrations of turbine blades was published by
Campbell [1] in 1924. Problems of blade failure
due to tangential mode vibrations were discussed
and guidelines for avoiding blade resonance by de
tuning were proposed.

A number of researchers have used a cantilever

beam model to analyse the vibration characteristics
of turbine blades. Lo and Renbarger [2] developed
equations of motion for a rotating cantilever beam,
and concluded that vibration characteristics of a

rotating beam are influenced by the orientation of
the beam principal stiffuess axes with respect to the
plane of rotation. Their conclusion showed that the
centrifugal stiffuess predominantly increases the
out of plane frequencies of the rotating cantilever
beam than the in plane frequencies. Engida [5] used
the finite element method to solve the rotating
cantilever beam to determine the mode shapes and
the natural frequencies.

Petricone and Sisto [3] used the Rayleigh-Ritz
method to solve thin shell equations for natural
frequencies and mode shapes oflow aspect ratio, of
twisted compressor blades mounted on a rigid base.
Results were first obtained for flat cantilever plates
of rectangular and skewed geometry which
compared favorably with earlier data by Barton [3].

When blade length is small and sufficiently wide
along its chord, which is the case in air craft
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turbines, the blade behaves more like a plate or
shell rather than a beam. Plate-like models are

taken for lower aspect ratio blades, i e. Lle« 5

and a low thickness-to-chord ratio, hle« 1,
where e is the cord length, h is the thickness of the
blade and L is the length of the blade. Such blades
have cross-sections that are subjected to
deformations during vibration where the
deflection(s) of any point on the blade is dependent
on both its longitudinal and also its chord-wise
position. Extensive research has been conducted to
study vibration characteristics of turbine blades
which include studies of a single or a group of
blades using either discrete mass matrix methods or
distributed mass studies, with or without finite
element method.

To comprehend vibration characteristics of plates
and provide accurate data for engineering
applications, extensive research has been carried
out employing different numerical methods such as
the finite element method (FEM), Rayleigh-Ritz
method (RRM), etc. that are based on Kirchhoff
Love theory, with first-order and higher-order shear
deformation.

In this paper vibration analysis of low-aspect ratio
blades, modeled as thin plate, is presented where an
exact relationship between displacements and
strains is derived using Newton's Law of motion.
Also, an energy equilibrium equation was
formulated by using the principle of virtual work,
and the governing equation of the dynamic problem
was solved by using the finite element method. A
computer code is developed that employs the finite
element· method for analyzing the vibration
characteristics of rotating blade to determine the
natural frequencies and mode shapes of vibration.
Stresses related to the mode shapes are also
computed.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Classical theory of plates involves certain
approximations in order to simplifY the problem to
two dimensions. Such assumptions concern the
linear variation of strains and stresses on lines

normal to the plane of the plate. In deriving the
governing equations of motion of a rotating
cantilevered plate, the following assumptions are
imposed.

1. Rotational speed of the plate is assumed to be
constant.

2. The plate is homogenous and has isotropic
material properties.
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3. The blade has a low aspect ratio Llc « 5, and

a low thickness-to-chord ratio tiC «1. This
assumption leads to the following
simplifications.

a. The plate is thin with thickness h and
possesses a mean plane with planes for the
external layers of the plate defined

1
byz =±-h·

2

b. Only the transverse displacement W IS
considered.

c. The stress on the external layers is zero,
and since the plate is thin, it is natural to
assume that it vanishes for all z. i. e. the

stress a in the transverse direction isz

zero.

d. Cross sections, initially normal to the
mean plane, remain plane and orthogonal
to it, implying that the transverse shear

strains exz and eyz are neglected.

e. The displacements u and v in the x - y
plane result from two effects:
- an initial displacement field, uniform

over the thickness and resulting from
loading of the plate in its plane
behavior; and

-a displacement field due to rotation of
the cross section.

f Pre-twist rate of the blade along its
longitudinal axis is uniform.

g. There are no external forces that act on the
blade.

EQUATION OF MOTION

The blade modeled as a cantilevered plate is shown

in Fig. l.a. The plate of length L, width b , and

thickness h is attached to a rigid hub of

radius R and at a stagger angle g. Plate material
properties are: Young's modulus E; shear
modulusG; mass per unit areap; and Poisson's

ratio V. Neglecting transverse shear and rotary
inertia effects in the problem formulation,
Kirchhoff hypothesis is employed to derive the
equation of motion. The x-y-z coordinate system,
defined by the unit vectors i, j, and k, respectively,
is attached to the plate as shown in Fig. l.a. The
reference frame (the rigid hub) that passes through
o is assumed to rotate at a constant angular
speed Q. A more general configuration of a plate
having nonzero staggering angle can be obtained
by rotating the plate around i axis.
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v p' = V A + (ill A X P *)

apt =aA+wAx(WAxP*)

(3)

(4)

(a)

where v A and aA are the velocity and acceleration

ofpointQ, which is the reference point, fixed in the

rigid frame A ; and p * is the position vector from

o to p*.

Substituting for]Y and w in Eq. (4), the

acceleration of point p * , after simplifications, is

a • = (i{[- (R +x)]i+ [wsinBcosB - YCOS2B]i} (5)p + [wsin 2 B - ycosBsin B]k

Consider the rectangular plate subjected to a

centrifugal force p(x, y), whose components are

P and P along the x - and y axes, respectively,x y

as shown in Fig. 2.

z

(b)

Figure I Configuration of a cantilever plate

attached to a rigid hub at stagger angle ()

The angular velocity of the reference frame is

W = n(sine j + case k)
and the velocity and acceleration of the reference
point 0 of the coordinate system are given by

(b)

Figure 2 In-plane forces on a plate element

(aw +~(awJd:r:)OK ax ax

z

(2)

(1)p*=xi+ yj+wk

V A = RQ( cas () j - sin ()k)

aA=-RQ2i
Given these quantities, the velocity and

acceleration of the arbitrary point p * on the plate
can be computed as

For the case of a rectangular plate in rotational
motion, the dynamic load acting is determined
from the acceleration distribution, and the resulting
inertia force. Considering the elastic deformation of
the plate, the position of a generic point p from the
reference point is shown in Fig. 1.b. The elastic
deformation of the plate causes the point p to move
to p * where the displacement vector U represents

the elastic displacement. Considering only
transverse deformation,

u=wk
The position vector of p * with respect to the

reference point 0 is given by
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Due to the elastic deformation of the plate, the

z component of Px ' for a small slope, is

, 1 [( apx) (aw a2w) aw]
Pz =- Px+-dx dy -+-2 dx -Pxdy-

dxdy ax ax ax ax

(6)

where the slope is (ow + ~(aW)dX) as shown inax ax ax

Fig. 2 b. SimplifYing and neglecting higher order
terms, the force per unit plate area in the

z direction due to Px is

p' = P 02W + oPx Ow (7)
z x ox2 ox ox

Similarly, the force per unit plate area in the
z direction due to P is

y

" 02W OPy Ow (8)P=P-+--
z y Oy2 Oy Oy

Assuming that there is no in-plane stretch and no
applied surface shear stresses, in the x - and

y - directions, it follows that

oPx = 0
ox (9)

OPy-=0
Oy

The centrifugal force is given by:

[R(L - x)+ H [2 - x2) Ji +

[±(b2 _ y2 )cos20 - (b- y)wSinOCOSO}

+ ~ cosO sin 0 - wsin2 O]k

(10)

Therefore, the x and y components of the

centrifugal force are,

Px = pQ2[ R(L-X)+±(L2 _X2)]

Py = pQ2[±(b2 _ y2 )cos2 e - (b - y)wsinecose]

(11)

Applying Newton's law of motion in the
z direction, and taking the z component ofEq.(5),

the inertia force per unit area is:
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Pz =p(ap.)z =p.Q2(wsin2 B-ycosBsinB) (12)

From dynamic equilibrium of the plate, it has been
determined that [10] the equation of motion can be
represented as

where F(x, y,t) is the forcing function.

Substituting Eqs. (11) and (12) into Eq. (13) and
simplifYing yields

[ b2[ 2J ]al]

ywsineease+- l-L easle ~+
2 bl ayl = F(x,y)f(t)

yeas esin e - wsin 2 e

(14)

This is the equation of motion in the transverse
direction as a function of angular velocity and the
stagger angle for the Kirchhoff - Lava plate.

FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF THE
EQUATION OF MOTION

The governing partial differential equation of
motion given by Eq. (14) is solved by the finite
element method. The finite element equations are
obtained from the application of the virtual work
equation, that is, from a weak formulation of the
governing differential equation. To solve the
problem, a rectangular element is used, with sides

of length Ie and he having the nodes shown in

Fig.3. The element nodal displacements are the

transverse displacement Wj and the rotations

¢ = _ Owj and _ Ow), j = 1, 2,3,4. The
) ax '/f)-a;;-

displacements w .are in the z-direction; rp. and IjJJ J

are positive (i.e. clockwise) rotations about the y
and x-axes, respectively. These definitions cause
the negative sign in the relation between rp and

o/ax'
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(X"y) The displacement Wj is approximated by the

polynomial expression
2 2 3

Wj == G) + G2X + G3Y + G4X + GSXY + G6Y + G7X +
2 2 3 3 3

GgX Y + G9XY + GlOY + GlJX Y + G12XY

or, \Vj = [X ]{a} (16)

FigI1fe 3 Rectangular element for element of a plate

where [X] is the row matrix of polynomial terms

and the vector {a} contains the coefficients Qi'

From the assumed nodal displacements W j the

displacements qj can be determined,

are the nodal displacements;

(15)
where

The weak formulation using the virtual work
method has been undertaken [6], and the equation Considering the assumptions introduced in the

of motion in the transverse direction has been problem formulation, the term in Q] ensures rigid-

derived as a function of angular velocity n , b d tr 1 u' th' d ' 'd' 0 y ans a on; ose m a2 an Q3 ensure ngl -
stagger anglee , and shape functlOns. Thus, the

equation of motion of the blade modeled as a body rotations; those in a4 and Q6 ensure states
Kirchhoff - Lava plate is "

I' ofumform curvature; and that m as ensures a state
'\'[M"+KB +n2KGX2 -In2 2BKGYl + " ,£... y-qj y- qj >. y- qj' >. cas y- qj of umform tWISt. Thus the second and thIrd

j=! 2 GX! 2. 2 . 2 conditions are satisfied. Since the virtual work
RD Ky- qj+D casBsmBMy-qj-D sm BMijqJ=Ocontains second derivatives of the transverse

displacement, w and its first derivatives should be
continuous across element boundaries in order to

satisfY the first condition and give conforming
elements.

~L

f fare the nodal masses,Mij = pNiNjdxdy

-Yz 0

and the various terms of the stiffness matrix are:

Along Ox' the displacement of the line joining

nodes 1 and 2 in Fig. 3 is given by

and

KB = Eh' Y, L[(a2N; y ~2N, )+(a2N, y a'Nj )+v(a'N; '( a'N,), 12(1- v' L~[ ax' A ax' 8)1' A ay' ax' A ay2

(a'Nla'N) {a2Nla2N )]
+v -,' -' +2(1··v -' -' dxdy

ay ax' axay axay

KYX! = f l[p(L_x)(oNi)(ONj)]dxdY_%0 ox ox

KYXl = ~ f l[p(L2 - x2 )(ONi )(ONj )]dxdY2 -%0 ax ax

Thus the coefficients Q], Qz, Q4 and Q7 are

uniquely defined in terms of the four nodal values

WI' ¢!, w2 and ¢2' As the latter are common to the

two elements, for which Ox is a common

boundary, there is continuity of w and ¢ across

the inter-element boundary.

Also along Ox'

Ijf = Q3 + asx + a8x2 + allx3
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The values of lJIl and lJI2 at nodes 1 and 2 are
o>~insufficient to define uniquely the four coefficients

b Io~

a3, as, a8 and all' As a consequence, there will
KB=~ff

[o;w o;w
2 O;W]15oX

I rdxdyI} 2 ox; oy'oxByBy;
not be continuity of the rotation lJI across element

o 0

2a;~boundaries and this element is not conforming.
oxoy

_ Hence, as the mesh of elements, which represents a
(20)structure, is defined, convergence of eigenvalues to the correct values will not be monotonic.

where

Substituting nodal values of X and y in Eq. (16), l'
v

~(l~-V)1

- Eh3and noting that the subscript
eindicates the D- v1

element matrix,

-12(1-vz) 0
0

W. = [wJ ¢J I//J W2 ¢2 1//; w, ¢, 1//, w. ¢. 1//4Y = N {a}
(17)

where

1

x,Y,XZ
x,y,Y;X3XIZy,X1Y;Y;X;y,X1Y;1

1

0
-10-2x1 0-3x; -2x,y,Y;0- 3x,Zy,

,
-Y1 -Yi

0
010 2Yl0XZ2x,y,3y;

,
3x,y;XI

X', I

1
XZYi

3
xiYz

Z
Y~

3

xzY~Xz Yz ZXzYz Xz XzYzXzYz

0
-10- 2xz- Yz0

- 3xi- 2xzYzyi0-3xiyz - Y~

0

010 2yz0XZ
2x2yZ3Yi

,
3xzYiXz

X'
N=I

2z
z

Z3
X;Y3

z
yi X;Y3

31 x3Y3x3X3Y3Y3x3 X3Y3 - Y3

0

-10- 2x3- Y30-3xz- 2X3Y3Y;0- 3x;Y3- Yi3
0

010x32Y30XZ2X3Y33y;x33x3y;3
3

1

zZ3 Z Z
Y~

3

- Y~x4 Y4x4X4Y4Y4x4X4Y4X4Y4 X4Y4

0
-10- 2X4 0-3x;- 2X4Y4

z
0- 3X;Y4- Y~- Y4 Y4

0
010x42Y40XZ2X4Y43y;x33x4y;4

4

It is now possible to write the expression for the
displacement within the element in a standard form
as

The coefficients ai' i = 1,2,3, ... ,12 are obtained
from

{a}= W1w. = Ew. (18)

w=[X]Bwe

where,

(19)

Therefore, from Eq. (15) the weak form of the
governing equations for an element can be written
as:

la'w/

b f 2 1 J lax} b f 2 T

If [a ~ a ~ 2~]f5 a'w/, IdXdY+ f f pD v' _x,yaw) (aw)dXdY+00 ax iJy axiJy / iJy 00 2 '" ax ax

2a'w//axay

" pD' cas' e (, ,{awJ'(awJ ,{aw)'(aw)
If --- b - y - - dxdy+ IfRpD (I-x - - dxdy+
00 2 ayay ax ax

'I
f f(oD' cosesine(w'f w- pD' sin' e(w'f w)dxdy = 0
00

[xl: ~
2

X Y X
2

xy Y
J

X
2 2

X Y xy y' xJy xyJ J

(21)
From Eq. (16) we have

In Eq. (15), the bending strain energy expression
can be re-arranged as follows:
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a'%ax'

[' , ,,,,,. " , , ,., ']a'~

= 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2x 6y 0 6xy {a)= XBw,oy'
20'%

o 0 0 0 2 0 0 4x 4y 0 6x' 6y'

oxiJy (22)
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Ow= [0 1 0 2x y 0 3x' 2xy y' 0 3x' yax y' Xa) = (aN)BIVax •

(23)

Thus, the equation of motion given by Eq. (11) is
reduced to

(:)=[0 0 lOx 2y 0 x2 2xy 3/ x' 3xy']

Using Eqs. (16), and (21) through (23) in Eq. (20),
the potential energy is given by

1
V =-wTK w (25)

e 2 e e e

where the element stiffuess matrix is

where

[0 0 0 2 0 0 6. 2y 0 0 6.y 0]

[x] = 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2x 6y 02 6X~o 0 0 0 2 0 0 4x 4y 0 6x 6y

(~~)=[o 1 0

2x y 0 3x2
2xy y2o 3x2y y']

EIGENSOLUTION

(31)[M]{w} + [K]{w} = 0

Table 1: Material properties of Titanium alloy
(Ti-6Al-4V) and plate dimensions

The material used for this analysis is a titanium
alloy Ti-6AL-4V. This material has numerous
applications in the aerospace industry, particularly
in turbine blades. The material properties for Ti
6AL-4V and the dimensions ofthe plate considered
are given in Table 1. The dimensions are
approximations of an actual turbine blade used in
BOEING engines.

where [M] and [K] are n x n global mass and
stiffuess matrices, respectively, assembled from the

element matrices; and {w} is n<1 displacement
vector.

x' 3xylKaJ=(:}w.

(24)

2xy 3/ow r ,- = LO 0 lOx 2y 0 x
By

(26)

-7-- Po,[(, ) ()YbN)'(bN) 1X DX+-z- f'-x' +ZR'-x1& & +

b ; j 0' 1BN)'[bNI I
K. = BTIf f ~ cos' e( b' - y' ~ ~ by r pO' cos e sin e[XnXHdx dy IB

o 0

pO' sin' e[xY[x]

The kinetic energy of the element is given by

1 I b (, 'r'Te = - f f p h (JJ~tl dy dx
200

From Eq. (12) and (13) we get

Therefore, the kinetic energy is obtained to be

1,_1.TM·e--We eWe2
where the element mass matrix is

(27)

(28)

(29)

Property Symbolvalue

density
p3000 kg/m3

Young's

E1.14xlOll Pa
modulus Poisson's ratio

V0.33

3ickness

t0.0025m

Length

IO.04m
Width

b0.04m-

A code in MATLAB was written to solve the

eigenvalue problem described by the equation of
motion (31). The results of the eigensolution for the
square plate are presented in Figs. 4-7 which show
the mode shapes and the stresses induced for the

first four modes. The effect of the stagger angle ()
on the natural frequencies is also studied and the
results are given in Table 2. Table 3 indicates the
influences of hub radius on the natural frequencies
in which the results are expressed in non
dimensional form.
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Figure 4 (a) Modal shape and (b) stress distribution for mode 1

MODE 2 stress Distribution (Mode 2)
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Figure 5 (a) Modal shape and (b) stress distribution for mode 2
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Figure 7 (a) Modal shape and (b) stress distribution for mode 4

Table 2: Effect of stagger angle () on the non

dimensional natural frequency

Table 4: Effects of rotational speed on the first and
second natural frequency

Mode
Stagger angle ()

0"

15"30"45"60"

I
39483 3.7925366463.05553.0254

2

836906.46064.91874.576()4.5148

3
11.153511.1383928676.840448281

4
13.609213226310.68067.63205.2112-

Rotational First NaturalSecond Natural
Speed

FrequencyFrequency
(rpm)

(rpm)(rpm)
0

6,19215,585
10,000

139.280255,690
u_20,000 271,030494,630

Table 3: Effect of hub radius on the nOll

dimensional natural frequencies

Hub Radius First NaturalSecond Natural
R

FrequencyFrequency
0

3.94838.3690
0.04

17.204721.2620
0.4

36.615360.6307

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

a. Mode shapes alld stresses: By examining the
mode shapes of the plate given in Figs. 4 and 5, it
can be hypothesized which mode will concentrate

the highest energy at the point of interest, which is
the middle point of the free-end. This is the point
practically observed in blade failures. Knowing that
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stress is a function of displacement, a mode will be
chosen that shows the greatest rate of change of
relative displacement of the plate near the midpoint
of the free-end. Mode 4 is selected as the mode that

will concentrate the highest energy at the center
point of the tip of the plate. Modes 1 and 2 will
impart little energy at the desired point since the
edge is un deformed. Mode 3 will impart a little
energy since the relative displacement is so small.

b. Stagger angle () : The results obtained in this

paper indicate that the effect of the stagger angle on
the non-dimensional natural frequency to be
significant as can be seen from Table 2.

c. Hub radius: Table 3 indicates that the non

dimensional natural frequencies increase with
increasing hub radius. Increase in hub radius results
in increased centrifugal forces which introduce
higher tension, thus stiffening the blade more. As a
consequence, the natural frequencies in bending
modes increase.

d. Rotational speed: Table 4 indicates that the
natural frequencies increase with increasing
rotational speed of the plate. As can be observed
from Eq. (II), the additional term in the stiffuess
due to the rotational speed stiffens the blade more
and as a result the natural frequencies increase.

The results obtained in (a) through (d) above, agree
with the results obtained by other researchers,
notably those of Rao [4] who has investigated
blade vibrations extensively.

CONCLUSION

A numerical procedure for the analysis of vibration
of rotating cantilever plates with stagger angle by
Finite Element Method with an accurate strain

displacement relationship is proposed based on the
Kirchhoff-Lava plate theory, in which rectangular
plate elements with four nodes and three degrees of
freedom for each node are utilized. A method

employing assumed modes is used to obtain
numerical results. It is shown that the rotating plate
natural frequencies increase with the angular speed,
that their increasing rates grow as the hub radius
increases, and that the natural frequency loci are
lowered by increasing the staggering angle. It is
also found that some natural frequencies increase
faster than others as the aspect ratio or the angular
speed increases. This results in the phenomena of
eigenvalue loci crossing and veering. When two
loci cross, the corresponding two mode shapes are
simply switched and remain nearly unchanged.
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When two loci veer, however, mode shape
variations occur continuously in the veering region.
It is also observed that the two continuously
changing mode shapes. The results obtained are
useful to investigators in that they may be used as a
bench mark for future investigations of blade
vibrations. And the program developed may be
used to include other design characteristics by way
of refining the blade modeling.
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